Refugee
By: Alan Gratz

Read each question. Read the three answers for each question. Using the information you gained from reading Refugee, choose the answer that is correct. Mark the answer you chose by putting the correct answer letter on the line in front of the question number.

1. In order to get gasoline for the boat to leave Cuba, Isabel trades:
   a. her grandmother’s ring
   b. her trumpet
   c. 13 pounds of sugar

2. After it is bombed, Mahmoud and his family barely escape their:
   a. mosque
   b. school
   c. apartment building

3. Josef’s father first leaves their cabin on the MS St. Louis to attend:
   a. a funeral
   b. Josef’s bar mitzvah
   c. a lavish dinner buffet

4. Off the coast of Florida, Ivan is attacked by:
   a. his dog
   b. another refugee
   c. a shark

5. After they reach Germany, Mahmoud and his family end up staying with:
   a. their cousins
   b. Isabel
   c. Josef’s sister Ruthie